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History of 
 
Since its inception in 2000, Production Fastening 
Systems’ T-SEP™ Assembly has continued to evolve 
while keeping one goal- preventing crevice corrosion 
by efficiently aligning & separating pneumatic 
tubing. The T-SEP Assembly is designed to maintain 
a separation within pneumatic tube delivery systems 
while significantly reducing the opportunity for 
crevice corrosion. Traditionally, parallel runs of 
pneumatic tubing have been separated by “saddles" 
or “notching”; methods that can effectively separate 
tubing, but seem to invite corrosive elements to 
gather inside of the gaps created by this method of 
tube separation. The T-SEP™ Assembly's unique 
design allows those elements to escape the tubing 
before corrosion can develop. Through diligent 
research and utilization of evolving technology, PFS 
stands by the T-SEP™ assembly as the most efficient 
method of pneumatic tube separation. 
 

 An Ongoing Evolution 

2000- Introduction of the Tube Spacer used with a 
Tubing Line Clip (Shell Auger) 
 
2008- Introduction of the Modified Tube Spacer used 
with Half Round Thermoplastic and Flat Bar.  
 
2012- Introduction of the Non-Metallic Tube Spacer 
 
2013- Non-Metallic Spacer refined with “Snap-in-Place” 
Technology & Introduction of New Thermoplastic 
Geometry. 
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The Issue 
 
Crevice Corrosion: refers to corrosion occurring in 
confined spaces to which the access of working fluid 
from the environment is limited. These spaces are 
generally called crevices. 

       
 

                             
Ways to reduce development of crevice corrosion: 

 Increase Airflow 

 Eliminate metal-to-metal contact 

 Allow for harmful elements to escape 

 Eliminate crevices within tube runs where 
harmful elements can foster corrosion 

 
Substandard Solutions 
 

 
 

 
 

 

The use of saddles, 

notched rod, and other 

360˚ clamps allow for 

hidden crevices and 

gaps where corrosion 

can thrive unnoticed 

and even foster 

corrosive elements.  

 

Full inspectability is 

critical for maintaining 

healthy metal status in 

the harsh offshore 

environment. 
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 T-SEP Accomplishes 4 Main Goals-  
                     “F.A.S.E.” 

Fasten 

Align 

Separate 

Elevate 
 

Three Part System with Snap-in-Place Technology 

 
  

Hardware Part 1- Top 

Retainer 

Part 2- Tube 

Alignment Section 

Projects where  Assemblies are currently being utilized 

  Shell (Auger, Ram Powell, Nakika, Appomattox)                   Hess (Stampede) 

  BP (Thunderhorse)                                                                      LLOG (Delta House) 

                                Chevron (Bigfoot, Jack/ St. Malo, Tahiti, Wheatstone) 
 
 

 

 
Important Elements of the T-SEP 

 
1.) Round-on-Round positioning for minimal surface contact. 
2.) Allows 360° visual inspection of tubing. 
3.) Offers complete and stable platform mounted to channel or 

ladder tray or PFS pneumatic tube support. 
4.) Environmentally resilient against Ultraviolet light, salts and 

other chlorides. 
5.) Allows airflow throughout assembly which helps prevent 

oxygen starvation. 
6.) Helps prevent accumulation of corrosive elements on the tube 

surface due to three dimensional positioning of horizontal and 
vertical separators. 

7.) Snap fit to assist in stabilizing tubes during installation. 
8.) NO crevice exists on the assembly where corrosive materials 

will accumulate unseen thereby initiating crevice corrosion. 
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